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They searched for hours, but ____be found. A) at no time could the

missing book B) nowhere could the missing book C) nowhere the

missing book could D) at nowhere the missing book could 2) ____

he illmannered, ____the laziest and the most irresponsible creature

you could ever hope to meet. A) Not only is...but he is also B) Not

only is...but also C) Not only is...but also is he D) Not only...but also

3) ____left unguarded. A) At no time the gate B) At no time was the

gate C) At no time the gate was D) At no time did the gate 4)

____did he realize that he had made a mistake. A) Upon entering the

classroom B) Only after entering the classroom C) After he had

entered the classroom D) As soon as he entered the classroom 5)

____ a machine been so efficient and accurate as the electronic

computer. A) More than ever before B) Never before has C) In the

past, there never has D) Formerly there never was 6) Little ____

about him when I first met him in that company. A) have I known B)

had I known C) do I know D) did I know 7) At no time, and under

no circumstances ____ the first to use nuclear weapon. A) China will

be B) will be China C) will China be D) shall China be 8) I didn’t

like our new English teacher, and ____. A) neither did my classmates

B) neither my classmates did C) my classmates don’t too D) my

classmates did not also 9) Only when you have acquired a good

knowledge of grammar ____ fluently. A) you will write B) can you



write C) you can write D) you could write 10) Only when David did

it a second time ____. A) he realized his mistake B) he was realizing

his mistake C) did he realize his mistake D) he did realize his mistake

11) Surroundings have changed and ____ in them. A) so have the

people B) the people have so C) have the people so D) the people so

have 12) ____ dark was the night that we had to rely on our ears

instead of our eyes. A) How B) Extremely C) Very D) So 13) ____

that the pilot couldn’t fly through it. A) The storm so severe wasB)

So severe was the storm C) So the storm was severe D) Such was the

storm severe 14) ____, I couldn’t lift the box. A) As I might try B)

As try I might C) Try as I might D) Try though I might 15) ____ you

were coming today, I’d have met you at the airport. A) Have I

known B) I have known C) Had I known D) I had known 16)

Nowhere but in China ____ the reform so clearly, which have

surprised us all. A) we have seen B) we so C) we must have seen D)

have we seen 17) By no means ____ their own language well. 100Test
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